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Director’s Message 

Aristotle, the great Greek philosopher once remarked, “All who have meditated on the art of 

governing mankind have been convinced that the fate of empires depends on the education of 

the youth.”  Education is the indispensable means of social advancement and transformation. 

All transformations that rest simply upon the law, or the threatening of certain penalties, or 

upon changes in mechanical or outward arrangements, are transitory and futile. However it’s 

only through education that society can formulate its own purposes, can organize its own 

means and resources, and thus shape itself with definiteness and economy in the direction in 

which it wishes to move. In this perspective quality and brilliance have to be the defining 

elements in education. 

 

We at Apeejay Institute of Management Technical Campus, pull out all the stops in giving 

the students our best in terms of course structure, infrastructure, technological advancement 

or educational ambience. Recognizing the enormous potential of education, we try our utmost 

in providing most prized and cutting-edge qualification so as to create a highly competent 

pool of tomorrow’s business elite.  We work to ensure holistic development of students. Our 

annual magazine, Synergy is one step in this direction. This magazine provides a platform to 

all our young writers to showcase their creative potential. 

 

Dr Rajesh Bagga 

Director 
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Pinnacle 2017 

A Two-day Annual fiesta “Apeejay Pinnacle 2017” commenced at Apeejay 
Institute of Management Technical Campus, Jalandhar on November 2nd & 3rd  

with great zeal and enthusiasm. Dr. S. K. Salwan, Vice Chancellor, Apeejay Stya 
University presided over the function. Dr. Nachhattar Singh, Former Advisor to 
Vice -Chancellor, IKG-PTU was the Guest of Honour for Inaugural ceremony. 
The fiesta began with an mesmerizing rendition of Ganesh Vandana. The 
students presented a medley of soulful numbers. They sang some melodious old 

Hindi songs and revived the magic of the golden times when lyrics outweighed 
beats. This was followed by a Dramatic Enactment in which the students exhibited 

the miserable and poignant condition of the farmers in our country and 

stressed that their pitiable condition leads them to take drastic steps and commit 

suicides. The deplorable condition of these hard workers who toil and sweat in 
the fields braving the vagaries of weather-, be it scorching summers or chilling 
winters brought tears in every eye. This was followed by an enchanting Fashion 
Show. Here, the students showcased that fashion and beauty are something 
intrinsic. Walking the ramp, students displayed poise, elegance and confidence. 

The show signified that beauty means to believe in oneself, loving oneself and 
be confident about your abilities. The inaugural ceremony ended with an 

electrifying Folk Dance performance- Bhangra in which students both boys and 

girls enthralled the audience with their rocking dance moves. Hailing Apeejay 
Institute of Management Technical Campus as one of the prestigious 
Institutes, Dr. Salwan appreciated the significant contribution being rendered 
by institute in providing quality education. He stated that such events provide a 

platform to the students to showcase their latent talents. Dr. S.K. Salwan also 
delivered President Madam Sushma Paul Berlia’s (Co-promoter and President, 

Apeejay Stya and Svran Group, President Apeejay Education Society, and Co-

founder and Chancellor, Apeejay Stya University) address to the audience. Dr. 
Salwan  also added that Punjab is known for generous and large hearted 
people who are known for their selflessness. He said that youth should be 
provided ample opportunities and be given avenues to channelise their 
energies as this would lead to an alleviation of this menace of drug abuse. Dr. 
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Nachhattar Singh also conveyed his best wishes to the students participating 
in various events. He also stressed the need of imparting quality professional 

education to the students. He highlighted that in the present times of stiff 

competition, youth has to be enabled to get such education which makes them 

employable. He stressed the importance of Technical Education in making youth 

employable. He added that today when government is giving so much emphasis on 

entrepreneurship, the right skill-set can enable one avail of many opportunities to 

execute their ideas. Dr. Rajesh Bagga, Director, Apeejay Institute of 
Management Technical Campus exhorted the students to put in their best and 
consistent efforts for the overall development of their personality.  Dr. Bagga 

also talked about the big strides taken by the institute keeping pace with the 

contemporary times.The students showed their prowess in activities like Solo 

Singing, ,  Classical dance, Folk Dance, Choreography, One act play,Ad Mad show, 

Group Song and One Minute Show. Students also exhibited their knowledge and 

skills in events like Paper presentation, Typing Tutor, Cartooning, Poster making, 

Website designing and On The Spot Painting.  The function was attended by large 

gathering, including members of Board of Governors of Apeejay Education Society, 

students,  members of the press and some important dignitaries. The second day of 
APEEJAY PINNACLE-2017 began with Bhajan rendition and throughout the day 

there was a spectacular pageant of thrilling competitions. There were ecstatic 

victories and inspiring moments, which have been etched as unforgettable 

memories. The Raffle Draw marked the culmination of the Two Day Multi Event 

Meet-Pinnacle.     Mr. Varinder Kumar Sharma (IAS), Deputy Commissioner, 
Jalandhar  was the Chief Guest for the closing ceremony. In his address, worthy 
chief guest said that all the performances of the students were scintillating.  
The chief guest gave accolades to the students for the spectacular show and 
commendable performances displayed by them in various events. Mr. Rajiv 
Kumar Verma (PCS), SDM Jalandhar-I was the Guest of Honour for the closing 
ceremony. He appreciated the significant contribution being rendered by institute in 

providing quality education. He stated that such events provide a platform to the 

students to showcase their latent talents. Welcoming the chief guest, Dr. Rajesh 
Bagga, Director AIMTC stressed the importance of such multi event meets for 
the all-round personality development of the students. Dr. Bagga also talked 
about the various accomplishments of the Institute. He said that Institute has 
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established itself as one of the best Institutes in the region, and is the first 
choice of the students seeking to pursue MBA and MCA courses. Dr. Bagga 
highlighted the importance of organizing such events. He said that such 
forums help the students to exploit their hidden talent. He also talked of the 
need to develop the mental, cultural, social and intellectual abilities of the 
students along with formal education.    

Apeejay Pinnacle 2017 was a   rejuvenating and enthralling experience for all. 

 

 
 

Founder’s Day 

Apeejay Institute of Management Technical Campus Jalandhar celebrated the 

Founder’s Day to pay tribute to Dr. Stya Paul, Founder President, Apeejay Education 

Society. The Founder’s Day celebrations started with a beautiful devotional song. 

Pulkit Kanna of MBA I then presented a melodious solo song. To commemorate the 

spirit of Apeejay’s motto “Soaring High is My Nature”, special talks were delivered by 

Kritika of MBA I and Shaveta of BCA III. Speaking on the occasion Director Dr. 

Rajesh Bagga said that Dr. Stya Paul throughout his life had been an enterprising 

person, a strong disciplinarian, and a beacon light who steered the Apeejay 

movement to its present glory. He shared details of Dr. Stya Paul’s biography and 

some of his illustrious achievements with the students. Dr. Bagga exhorted the 

students to help realize the vision of Dr. Stya Paul through adopting his qualities like 
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hard work, fearlessness and love for truth. Dr. Bagga also read Madam Sushma 

Paul Belia’s message. On this occasion Director Dr. Bagga also announced ‘Dr. Stya 

Paul Award for HumanValues’ for the best student of the institute. .  Dr. Stya Paul 

Award for Human Values was given to Ms. Komal Chitkara of MBA III A 
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Editor’s in Chief’s Notes …. 

 

Dear Readers! 

 

We feel immense pleasure to bring 2017 issue of "Synergy" to the perusers.  

"Synergy" is a remarkable stage for the students to share striking aptitudes in lots of domains. 
The objective of the magazine is to develop self-motivation among the students in addition to 
record the outstanding achievements of the Institute in the earlier year.  

Articles in the IT Section present the latest accomplishments in Information Technology. In 
the modern era of technology, advancement is animating at staggeringly serious degree. It has 
changed the world's working style fundamentally. Consequently in the IT region understudies 
have endeavored to present new horizons that have been accomplished in the field.  

Articles in Management Section has brilliantly made sure about the market designs and 
various frameworks to be a successful business visionary. In the creative section students 
have demonstrated their vitality of innovative brain. 

As the process of culmination of the magazine is going to complete, I am significantly 
thankful to the students and faculty members for their dedication as articles in various 
sections of "Synergy". I am also grateful to the members of Editorial Board to transform the 
magazine into a fantastic shape. 

I believe that the current issue is definitely going to enrich its readers with deep experience 
and information. 

 

Rohit Verma 

Editor-in-chief 
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YEAR 2017 AT A GLANCE  

 

Apeejay Institute of Management was established in 1997 which has grown to be duly 

approved by AICTE for upgrading to become Apeejay Institute of Management Technical 

Campus comprising of the three schools of learning: School of Management Studies, School 

of Information Technology and School of Business Studies. Year 2017 was marked by 

scrupulous academic pursuits and co-curricular activities in the campus. In order to polish the 

students to make them successful in corporate world, guest lectures, industrial visits and 

many inter-college activities were organized besides using latest teaching methodologies. The 

students enthusiastically participated in various cultural events and excelled in academics and 

co-curricular activities. The students of MBA and MCA got lucrative offers from number of 

corporate houses for the final placements along with summer internship/Industrial training. 

The faculty and students vowed to put in their best efforts during the year so as to take the 

campus to the next peak of excellence. A few of our achievements in year 201 Are as under: 

 

INTRODUCTION TO THE CAMPUS 

It is the constant encouragement of Madam President, in synergy with our efforts and with 

direction from Apeejay Education Society that has enabled Apeejay Institute of Management 

Technical Campus to win accolades in various spheres in 2016-18. We, at Apeejay Institute 

of Management Technical Campus [AIMTC] believe that students can reach their full 

potential only through raising expectations and striving for excellence. We provide our 

students with the best course designs, methodologies, tools, infrastructure, resources and 

education environment. I am glad to say that today our institution is recognized as a premier 

institution, providing quality education and opportunities for students to excel and make a 

mark in different spheres. In the academic year 2016-17 as well, we achieved many 

milestones. Kindly allow me to present the 19th report of Apeejay Institute of Management 

Technical Campus. 

AIMTC has been providing quality education in the region from last 21 years. The Campus 

was set up by Apeejay Education Society in the year 1997, and is affiliated to IKGPTU, 

Kapurthala approved by AICTE and Government of Punjab. The 4 acre campus with lush 

green lawns and latest infrastructure is situated on the Rama Mandi-Hoshiarpur Road 

consisting of a three-storied main building, modern three-storied hostel accommodation, 
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separately for boys and girls, a double-storied Director’s residence and a guest house. The 

Campus is located on the outskirts of Jalandhar City with a distance of 9 Kms from Jalandhar 

Bus Terminal and is nearer to Jalandhar Cantt Railway station which is at a distance of 4 

Kms. The campus has significant brand presence in Jalandhar and neighboring districts of 

Punjab and has emerged as preferred choice of students for its flagship MBA program. From 

its first batch in 1997 with 60 seats to the present year with 180 seats, significant number of 

admissions are done every year in MBA program. However, the admissions of MCA and 

B.Tech faces a huge challenge. The USP of AIMTC has been its quality education with 

quality placements. The campus is famous in the region mainly because of its good number 

of placements and quality teaching practices. The placement rate has been consistent with 85-

90% placements in every batch. This has proved to be beneficial in spreading positive word 

of mouth for the campus, which has been the major input source for prospective admissions. 

The campus has been on the path of progress despite various challenges in recent times due to 

multiple reasons. The admission numbers in our MBA program have been consistent from 

last many years, although the competition intensity has increased exponentially. The good 

placement figures in MBA reflect this point that industry is ready to accept quality and 

skilled students. The press and publicity policies of the campus and planned social media 

campaigns in recent years have also significantly helped in maintaining the positive word of 

mouth.  

 

COURSES OFFERED 

The campus offers professional courses of B.Tech [CSE,ECE], MBA, MCA, BBA, BCA & 

BCOM with following number of seats: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Courses offered with number of Admissions  
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Program/Course Course 

Duration 
Approved 

Intake  

[Yearly] 

Admissions 

in 2018 
Admissions 

in 2017 

Apeejay Institute of Engineering 

B.Tech [CSE] 4 Years 60 8 NA 

B.Tech [ECE] 4 Years 60 0 NA 

School of Management Studies 

MBA 2 Years 180 150 144 

BBA 3 Years 30 17 27 

BCOM 3 Years 30 6 6 

School of Information Technology 

MCA 3 Years  

[2 Years, LE] 

60 14 33 

BCA 3 Years 30 13 26 

School of Business Studies 

MBA 2 Years 60 Mentioned 

above 
Mentioned 

above 

 

Students of AIMTC come from various educational backgrounds including Science, 

Engineering, Commerce, Arts, BBA and BCA. Most of the students taking admission 

at AIMTC in 2018 were girls as they contributed to 62% of total admissions. 

 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

The campus has latest state of the art air-conditioned computer-cum-IT center with 

more than 544 computers, latest softwares and round the clock internet facility 

through 53 Mbps dedicated link a 6 Mbps VPNoB broadband connections have been 

installed under the scheme of National Mission of Education, Govt. of India.  To 
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provide mobility to the users, the campus provides blanket wireless (Wi-Fi) in the 

campus and hostels. The various softwares including operating systems of windows 

8.1 and Ubuntu have also been provided like Microsoft MSDN academic alliance, 

Tally ERP Multiuser for students and Language lab for foreign languages. The air-

conditioned fully automated library boasts of 24355 books, 98 national 

journals/magazines, e-journals and 18 newspapers and internet access. 

Details of Infrastructure 

Library Books=24355 Magazines 

& 

Journals = 

98 

Newspapers =18  Project 

Reports=4113 
Subscriptions= 

e-journal 

package J-

Gate and 

Subscription 

of DELNET 

Computer 

Centre 
Total 

Computers=544 
53 Mbps 

dedicated 

link 

6 Mbps 

VPNoBbroadband 

connection 

Latest 

Softwares 

like MSDN, 

Tally, ERP, 

Ubuntu 

24 Hours Wi-

fi 

Connectivity 

Labs Physics Lab =1 Chemistry 

Lab =1 
Computer Lab = 

14 
Electronics 

Lab =1  
Engineering 

Workshop and 

Engineering 

Drawing =1 

each 

Rooms Smart 

Classrooms = 13 
Class 

rooms = 

11 

Seminar Hall = 1 Staff rooms = 

2 
Board room 

=1 

Sports  Cricket/Football 

Ground 
Basketball 

ground 
Table Tennis Gym = 1 Other Indoor 

Games 

Other Canteen=1 TPO 

room=1 
Cultural room =1 NSS room = 

1 
Staff rooms =2 
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

As in the previous years, this year also our students participated in many Inter-college 

competitions organized by various institutes affiliated to IKG Punjab Technical 

University. Our students showcased their talent and made us proud by winning positions 

in different events during the session 2018-19. Industrial visits were also arranged from 

time to time to give the students a practical experience of the theoretical knowledge 

acquired by them. The co-curricular activities are categorized under the following 

subheads: 

 Inter / Intra college competitions 

 EDC activities 

 NSS activities 

 Functions and Cultural events 

 Literary Club activities 

 Industrial Visits / Guest lectures / Excursions 

 

A Complete List of Activities : 

1. A career guidance session for the wards of Northern Railways' Employees was held in 
the AIMTC campus on February 26, 2017. Mr.JusufKabir, Divisional Personal 
Officer/c, Northern Railway Ferozpur graced the occasion as the chief guest. 
 

2. AIMTC students celebrated Turban Day in the campus on February 23, 2017. They 
alongwith teachers supported colorful turbans on the day. 
 

3. AIMTC organized an Inter-College Mega Event-SPARK 2017 on February 21. More 
than 500 students from 32 different colleges participated in 19 events. AIMTC 
students put up 15 Food & Fun stalls for the guest students.  
 

4. AIMTC organized a two day workshop for MCA students on Mobile Application 
Development using Android in the campus on February 17-18,2017. Director-Dr. 
Rajesh Bagga,Dean-Dr.Kulwant Kaur and Coordinator of the event-Mr.Ranjit Singh 
motivated the students to participate in such learning activities. 
 

5. To encourage the people to cast their vote, a human chain was formed in the Jalandhar 
District today. Students of AIMTC also participated in the event organized by the 
office of Jalandhar Deputy Commissioner on 31st January 2017 
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6. Under VittiyaSakshartaAbhiyan (VISAKA),Mr.Puneet Mahajan, Zonal Business 

Manager, Videocon Telecom conducted a workshop for AIMTC students on Digital 
India. The purpose of the lecture was to actively engage the students and motivate all 
to use a digitally enabled cashless economic system for transfer of 
funds.Mr.JyotiPunjani and Mr. AshwaniJaswal, Zonal Sales Managers from Videocon 
Telecom were also present on the occasion on January 30, 2017 
 

7. AIMTC organised an educational excursion trip for MCA and BCA students to 
PushpaGujral Science City last week.The trip was sponsored by Indra Kumar Gujral 
Punjab Technical University, Kapurthala. 
 

8. A workshop on resume writing was conducted by Dr. Kulwant Kaur and Dr. Amit 
Sharma for the MCA students on January 27, 2017. During this workshop the students 
learnt the importance of the the objective statement and it's relation with the software 
skill sets, core competencies and the projects undertaken by the students. 
 

9. AIMTC students and staff celebrated National Voters Day in the campus on January 
25,2017 by taking an oath to vote on February 4 for Punjab Assembly Elections 2017. 
It was an initiative of NSS Department of AIMTC. 
 

10. A workshop on Financial Planning was held in the campus for MBA 2nd semester 
students of AIMTC on January 24,2017. It was delivered by Dr.HSSidhu, renowned 
representative from SEBI. 
 

11. Under Vittiya Saksharta Abhiyan (VISAKA),Mr. Shailender Girdhar, Deputy Vice 
President, Axis Bank conducted a workshop for AIMTC students in the campus on 
January 20, 2017. The purpose of the lecture was to actively engage the students and 
motivate all to use a digitally enabled cashless economic system for transfer of funds. 
Officials from Axis bank guided the audience about cashless transaction ways and 
means for cashless transactions and digitally enabled cashless economic system. 
 

12. The three day Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp concluded on January 19, 2017 
with students visiting Kalsi Group and Action Batteries. It was followed by a session 
on Startups by Mr. Ajay from Enovate Skills and Mr. Sudhir Geda from Kirloskar 
Group. The students were awarded certificates by guests along with Dr. Rajesh 
Bagga, Director AIMTC 
 

13. AIMTC is organising a three-day Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp from January 
17th to January 19, 2017 under the aegis of National Science and Technology 
Entrepreneurship Development Board, Department of Science and Technology, 
Government of India and Implemented by EDI, Ahmedabad. The speakers of the day 
1 were Mr. Ahsan-Ul-Haq, Mr. M.J Kalra, Dr. Ashish Arora and Dr. Rajesh Bagga. 
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14. AIMTC in association with PHD Chamber of Commerce & Industry organized one 
day workshop on "Start Ups: Motivating Youth towards Self Employment Ventures" 
on January 16,2017 at the Campus. Eminent speakers from Industry and Academia 
interacted with the students. 
 

15. AIMTC students, staff along with Director Sir celebrated the festival of Lohri in the 
campus on January 13, 2017. 
 

16. As the entire nation is gearing up to celebrate the birth anniversary of Swami 
Vivekananda, Rashtra Aaradhan Programme was organised by AIMTC on January 
11,2017. Mr. Sunil Jyoti, Mayor, Municipal Corporation,Jalandhar was the Guest of 
Honour on the occasion. The event was named as National Youth Day and was 
organised in collaboration with Divya Jyoti Jagriti Samiti. The other dignitaries 
included Sadhvi Sushri Garima Bharti Ji, Sadhvi Radhika Bharti Ji and Prof. Lakhbir 
Singh. 
 

17. A Guest lecture was organized for MBA and BBA students of AIMTC on January 10, 
2017 in the campus. Mr. Rakesh, Head Marketing from ICICI Securities interacted 
with the students and briefed them about the ICICI Stock mind contest. 
 

18. A Guest Lecture was organized in the campus for the students of School of 
Management Studies of AIMTC on January 9,2017. It was delivered by Mr. Rajat 
Bakshi, Assistant Vice President of Value HR. He explained the novel and innovative 
application called as Vision Alpha to the students in which the students will predict 
the trends of forex markets. 
 

19. Auditions for Videocon Connect Young Manch season 4 were held at AIMTC on 
January 4,2017. The students showcased their talent in Singing,Dancing and Acting. 
The shortlisted students will compete in the Grand Finale to be held at Chandigarh. 
The winners were awarded certificates for their efforts. 
 

20. An Industrial visit was organized for MCA 1 & 3 students to Impinge Solutions, 
Mohali and IT Park, Chandigarh on 22nd December 2016. Mr. Vikas of Impinge 
Solutions addressed the students about latest technologies and various career 
opportunities. Certificates of participation of Industrial visit were distributed by the 
company HR officials and Mr.Ranjit Singh. 
 

21. Students of AIMTC had an interactive session with Ms.Sharmishta Mukherjee, 
daughter of Honourable President of India,Mr.Pranab Mukherjee on November 9, 
2016. She expressed her views on various burning issues including 
pollution,corruption and unemployment etc. She also talked about India's 
demographic advantage of huge amount of youth population. 
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22. Vigilance Awareness Camp was observed at AIMTC in association with Northern 
Railways on November 4, 2016. Students participated in Poster making contest on the 
topic "Public Participation in promoting integrity and eradicating corruption". Neeru 
of BCOM(P) 5 was declared first while Palak Arora of BCA 1 was adjudged second 
and third prize went to Palak Bhardwaj and Sidhant. The winners were given cash 
prizes of Rs.1500, Rs.1000 and Rs.500. 
 

23. AIMTC students appeared for Wheebox Employability Skill Test at the campus on 
October 28,2016. It is the only pre-screening test that is endorsed by Industry & 
Academia. It measures a candidate’s Cognitive Ability along with English, Behavioral 
Traits and pertinent Domain knowledge. It is targeted at freshers, aiming to give all 
aspirants, a snapshot of their capability. 
 

24. A Guest Lecture was organized in the campus for MBA students on October 27,2016. 
It was delivered by Dr. Pushpinder Singh Gill, Professor, School of Management, 
Punjabi University, Patiala. The topic was Marketing and Innovation. 
 

25. The two day annual fiesta "Apeejay Pinnacle 2016" was organized in the campus on 
October 20th and 21st, 2016. Students showcased their talent in over 40 off stage and 
on stage events including folk dance, fashion show, western dance, Mono-acting, Skit, 
Play, singing, Quiz, theater, literary etc. The function was a huge hit as students 
participated enthusiastically in all the events. The following photographs are the 
testimony to the fact. 
 

26. Under Pinnacle 2016, various sports events were organized in the campus on October 
20-21. The following photographs highlight the winners of Cricket (Girls), Basketball 
(Boys & Girls) and Volleyball (Boys). 
 

27. Under Pinnacle 2016 Sports events, the final match of cricket (Boys) was played 
between MBA 3 & MCA 5 on October 13. MBA 3 batted first and scored 113 runs in 
12 overs. MCA 5 achieved the target in 9 overs and won the match  
 

28. Mr. Avinash Garg, Group CIO at Tenon Group of Companies, New Delhi conducted 
a test on ERP for shortlisting the MBA & MCA students in the company. The selected 
students will be offered Job & training in implementing ERP solutions. 
 

29. Mr.VishalVerma, an alumnus of AIMTC, MBA 2004 passout and now a Manager at 
SBI, London interacted with MBA 3rd Semester students on October 9.He discussed 
the challenges and opportunities for students in banking sector. 
 

30. AIMTC organized a blood donation camp as a part of NSS activity in association with 
NGO PAHAL on 7th October 2016 at the campus. ACP Deepika Singh was the guest 
of the day and she even donated blood for this noble cause. Prof. Lakhbir Singh from 
NGO PAHAL and Dr.Rajesh Bagga, Director addressed and motivated the audience. 
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31. A Poster Making Competition on the theme of donating blood was organized in the 

campus on October 7, 2016. Neeru was declared as the winner of the competition 
while Kirti and Mehak were declared second and third. ACP Deepika Singh along 
with Director Dr. Rajesh Bagga and Mr. Lakhbir Singh of PAHAL NGO gave away 
the prizes to the winners. 
 

32. A Mock Placement Session was organised for MBA 3rd Semester students on 
October 6,2016. Students appeared in Aptitude Test, Group Discussions and Personal 
Interviews. 
 

33. The School of Information Technology organised IT Quiz contest on October 5,2016 
at the campus. A total of 18 Teams of MCA and BCA participated. Harmanpreet 
Singh, Simarpal Singh and Jagpreet Singh of BCA1st Semester stood second and the 
first position was bagged by NehaRall, Harpal Singh and Manish Rana of BCA 5th 
Semester. 
 

34. Founder's Day was celebrated in the Campus on the Occasion of 97th Birth 
Anniversary of Dr. Stya Paul Ji on 4th October 2016. In the Function Students spoke 
on the theme of "Soaring High is my Nature" and Bhajans, Group Songs were also 
arranged. Dr. Stya Paul Award in Human Values was given to Mr.Liakatbir Singh of 
MBA and Ms.PriyankaKaura of MCA. 
 

35. In an effort to impart practical exposure along-with theoretical framework, a Group of 
MBA Students of AIMTC visited the Shoppers Stop Showroom at Jalandhar on 
October 3, 2016. They understood the retail process being followed at the store and 
learned the other marketing strategies being implemented by the store to attract more 
customers. 
 

36. Entrepreneurship Development Cell of AIMTC organised Skillsvilla-2016 (Event-
Food Fest) at the campus on September 28, 2016. It was a huge hit as number of 
students participated in various food and games stalls. The winners will be decided on 
the basis of revenue generated by the stalls.The event was full of food, dance, music, 
fun and masti as students enjoyed to the maximum. 
 

37. Students of BBA5 &BCOM(P)5 organised a Freshers' Party on September 27, 2016 at 
the campus. Sidhant was declared as Mr. Freshers' while Ekjot was adjudged as Ms. 
Freshers'.The award for Best walk was given to Sajan and Preet Kaur while Best 
Dress award was bagged by Rohit and Ravinder. 
 

38. Students of School of Information Technology organized a Freshers' cum Farewell 
Party on September 23, 2016 at The President Hotel, Jalandhar. Vikas was declared as 
Mr.Farewell while Priyanka was adjudged as Ms. Farewell. Parul, Tarunpreet, 
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Amanveer, Anmol and Simarpal of new batch of MCA and BCA were declared as 
Ms. Freshers and Mr. Freshers 2016. 
 

39. Mr. Debjyoti Chattaraj and Mr.Rajeev Kumar from IIHT Ltd., Noida delivered a 
guest lecture on "Cloud Computing" at the AIMTC on September 19, 2016. Mr. 
DebjyotiChattaraj explained about Architecture of Cloud Computing, Infrastructure 
Layers of Cloud Computing, Features of Cloud Computing., Application of Cloud 
Computing, Service Providers for Cloud Computing, Benefits of Cloud Computing 
and various Issues with Cloud Computing with various practical examples. The 
students of MCA attended the lecture. 
 

40. Mr. Sandeep Kumar and Mr. Prabhjot Singh from Shoppers Stop, Jalandhar delivered 
a guest lecture on "Challenges and opportunities of Retail sector for the MBAs" at the 
campus on September 20, 2016. Mr. Sandeep explained the working environment of 
Shoppers Stop with various practical examples. The students of MBA and BBA first 
year attended the lecture. 
 

41. MBA Students of 3rd Semester organized a Freshers' Party for the new MBA batch 
on September 19, 2016 at The Petals, Jalandhar. Ms. KomalChitkara was adjudged as 
Miss Freshers and Mr. Simarjot Singh was declared as Mr. Freshers 2016. 
 

42. Starcast of upcoming punjabi movie "Teshan" visited the campus on September 
16,2016. The main lead actor Happy Raikoti along with other actors interacted with 
the students. The movie will release on September 23, 2016. 
 

43. A Guest Lecture was organised for the MBA students on September 12, 2016 in the 
campus. Ms. Reena Virmani from Canvas interacted with the students on career 
guidance and various placement opportunities available for them. 
 

44. To encourage, motivate and to keep students informed of the current challenges and 
advancements in the IT sector, AIMTC organized an interactive session of MCA and 
BCA students with Mr. Navraj Singh, Director, Web Supplements Ltd., under the 
‘Distinguished Alumni-Student Interaction Session’ Program on September 02, 2016. 
Mr. Navraj Singh is an alumnus of Apeejay Institute of Management, Jalandhar of the 
MCA 2000-2003 batch. 
 

45. A Guest Lecture was arranged for MBA First Semester students on August 31 in the 
campus. It was delivered by Mr. Pardeep Sharma, renowned corporate trainer. The 
topic of the lecture was "Towards Excellence". 
 

46. A pre-placement training programme was organised on August 29 for MCA to 
acquaint the students with the selection criteria employed by various companies for 
the recruitment process. A simulated environment was created wherein students were 
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given rigorous training so as to equip them with the skill-set required to be successful 
in the recruitment process. 
 

47. Er. NalinTayal delivered a guest lecture on Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code (IBC) 
2016 to MBA 3rd semester students with Finance Specialization on August 26, 2016 
in the campus. He is B.E. (Mechanical), M.E. (Production), MBA (Finance) and 
Managing Director of GATS India Limited with 21 year of experience. 
 

48. International corporate trainer Dr. Shankar Goenka, country head, Wow Factors, 
India, conducted an interactive workshop on the “The power of whole brain thinking” 
at the campus on August 23, 2016. The lecture was part of the endeavor on the part of 
the AIMTC to provide the necessary exposure through orientation guest lecture series 
to its students to help them become successful corporate performers by harnessing 
their true potential. 
 

49. AIMTC organized a 1-Day Training Programme for MBA First Semester Students on 
Intellectual Property Rights and Entrepreneurship on August 19, 2016. It was 
conducted by EDIC Department of National Institute of Technical Teachers’ Training 
& Research, Chandigarh. The Resource Persons were Er. Amardev Singh, EDIC 
Dept., NITTTR and Ms. Shivani Saini, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar NIT Jalandhar. 
 

50. The results of Poster Making and Collage Making competitions held in the campus on 
the eve of Indepedence, Neeru of BCom V bagged first postion in the Poster Making 
competition. Ishpreet Kaur of MBA I and Parul Kapoor of MCA I were both adjudged 
second in the competition. Ramanjot Kaur bagged first position in the Collage 
Making and RashmiTalwar of BCA I was adjudged second. Congratulations to all the 
winners !! 
 

51. As a part of Corporate Guest Lecture series, A Lecture was arranged in the campus 
for MBA First Semester students on August 2. It was delivered by Mr. 
ShirishMudgal, Branch Head, Business Standard on the topic "Leadership challenges 
faced by Young Managers". 
 

52. 5-Day Induction Program concluded today on 29th July with students enjoying the 
Management and Fun games. The regular classes will begin from Monday onwards. 
Apeejay once again welcomes all the students of 2016 Batch. 
 

53. Havan was organized in the Campus on 25th July 2016. Director, Dr. Rajesh Bagga, 
along with all the Teaching and Non-Teaching Staff attended the Sacred Ceremony to 
mark the opening of New Academic Session for 2016. It is said that the combination 
of the powerful energy of the fire and the Sanskrit mantras creates extremely 
auspicious and purifying vibrations that are beneficial to all who attend the Havan !! 
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54. Havan was organized in the Campus on 25th July 2016. Director, Dr. Rajesh Bagga, 
along with all the Teaching and Non-Teaching Staff attended the Sacred Ceremony to 
mark the opening of New Academic Session for 2016. It is said that the combination 
of the powerful energy of the fire and the Sanskrit mantras creates extremely 
auspicious and purifying vibrations that are beneficial to all who attend the Havan !! 
 

55. A Guest Lecture was organized in the campus for MCA students. Resource person 
Mr. Manjit Singh, Director, Techno campus, Chandigarh delivered lecture on latest 
technologies in IT and various certifications in the field of IT. 
 

56. Officials from the leading business newspaper, The Economic Times held an Intra 
College Business Quiz in the campus on April 7,2016. There were six interesting 
rounds on ads,logo,personality,business awareness and business history. 20 teams 
participated in the Quiz, Aneesh&Shivani stood First while Lakshay&Vivek were 
declared Second in the final round. 
 

57. A Group of MBA students went to an Industrial Visit at Sukhjit Starch & Chemicals 
Ltd. Phagwara on April 6, 2016. The students learnt various production processes of 
starch manufacturing. 
 

58. Officials from Jalandhar Management Association interacted with students of AIMTC 
for discussion on coaching for IAS examination,eligibility criteria and other 
requirements for the same on 5th April 2016 
 

59. The Annual Atheletic Meet of AIMTC was held in the campus on April 2, 2016. The 
students participated in numbers in all the 13 events of the sports meet ranging from 
400m to 1500m, Long Jump, Shot put, Discus throw, Relay Race, Sack Race etc. The 
entire show was managed by the student coordinators itself. Dr. Rajesh Bagga 
congratulated the winners for their performances. 
 

60. AIMTC students got various prizes at TechFest 2016 held at Amritsar on 30th March 
2016. The prizes are as follows - First prize in IT Chart Innovation by Neeru, Second 
Prize in Dig the bug by Parul Tagra, Third prize in Singing- by SumitRanu, Third 
prize in Logo Designing by Sakshi Makkar & Vikas, Third prize in Hands on 
Keyboard by Hardipinder Singh. 
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PLACEMENTS 

As far as placement is concerned, AIMTC has set a new benchmark with record number of 

placements in 2017. This year, 40+ recruiters offered jobs to our MBA students and 10 

companies offered jobs to our MCA students. Apeejay has been able to cash in the brand and 

market value that it enjoys in the region since the introduction of Apeejay Education Society 

in 1967. The society has made a powerful impact in the people’s mind in the region due to 

presence of its various schools and colleges.  The record placements in previous 5 years have 

been shown in following two tables: 

Placement Percentage in Flagship MBA Program in Last  years 

  2014 2015 2016 2017 

Placement 

Percentage 

81% 84% 87% 90% 

 

Companies offering Jobs to MBA Students in Last  years 

  2014 2015 2016 2017 

Companies 

offering 

placements 

per year 

19 23 28 32 
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      Sector wise Placement of MBA in 2017 

List of Prominent Companies offering placement to MBA students  

Sr. 

No. 

Companies for MBA Package in  

Lakhs Per annum 

1 Byju's 10.00 

2 Karvy 7.50 

3 Jaro Education 6.66 

4 Capital First 6.50 

5 Saint Gobain 6.50 

6 Berger Paints 5.50 

7 Verdantis 5.25 

8 Finnedge 5.13 

9 Ceasefire 5.00 

10 MRF 4.26 

11 HDFC Bank 4.23 

12 ICICI Bank 4.12 

13 S&P IP Capital 4.04 

14 ICICI Prudential 4.00 

15 Man truck 4.00 

16 Axis Bank 3.50 

17 SBI Life 3.50 

18 Bajaj Finance 3.50 

19 Tata Class-Edge 3.50 
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20 ICICI Securities 3.50 

21 Kirloskar 3.00 

22 Tommy Hilfiger 2.88 

23 Patel Hospital 2.88 

24 Capital Trust 2.80 

25 Hi-Tech 2.80 

26 NJ Investments 2.80 

27 Just Dial 2.50 

 

List of Companies offering placement to MCA students  

S.No. Companies for MCA/BCA Package Offered  

Lakhs per annum 

1 Verdantis Technologies, Mumbai 3.50 

 2 SMART DATA Inc, Mohali 2.50 

 3 IMPINGE Solutions, Mohali  1.80 

 4 Live Deftsoft, Mohali 1.80 

 5 EME Technologies, Chandigarh 1.80 

 6 Prolifics Corporation Ltd., Hyderabad 1.44 

 7 IMARK Infotech, Chandigarh 1.44 

 8 Bluegape Lifestyle Pvt Ltd 1.44 

 9 VLogic Labs, Mohali 1.44 

 10 The Brihaspati Infotech, Mohali 1.20 

11. Expobiz it solutions, Mohali 1.20 
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12. DMARK WEB, Mohali 1.20 

13. SAPLAB (BCA) 1.90 

14. IBM (BCA) 2.16 

15. CSC Noida (BCA) 1.9 

16. Accenture  (BCA) 1.80 

17. Infosys (BCA) 2.16 

18. Wipro Technologies (BCA) 1.8 

 

 

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS/SPEAKERS 
 

• Mr. JitendraJorwal, Additional Deputy Commissioner (Development) Jalandhar.  

• Mr. Rajiv Verma, Joint Commissioner, Municipal Corporation, Jalandhar 

• Mr. Varinder Sharma, Deputy Commissioner, Jalandhar 

• Ms. Monika Sharma, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, Govt. Of 

India 

• Mr. Rakesh Sharma, Brand Manager, ICICI Securities 

• Mr. ShirishMudgal, Manager, Business Standard Ltd. 

• Mr. Bhanu Sharma, Head Organization Development and New Business HR, JSW, 

India 

• Ms. Daljit Kaur, GST Commissioner 

• Mr. Ajay Jairath, Commercial Head, The Tribune 

• Mr. Mohd. NahidAlam, Deputy Director, ASSOCHAM 

• Dr. H.S. Sidhu, Securities & Exchange Board of India 

• Ms. Puneet Mahajan, Zonal Business Manager, Videocon Telecom 

• Mr. Sanjeev Juneja, Convener, Jalandhar Chapter, PHD Chamber 

• Dr. Gurvinder Kaur, Associate Professor, MCM DAV College, Chandigarh 

• Ms. Disha Sharma, Assistant Professor, MCM DAV College for Women, Chandigarh 

• Mr. Ekant Aggarwal, Executive Director, SACC India, Chandigarh 

• Mr. ParamKalra, Founder of Start Hub Nation &Satnam Infosys, Chandigarh 

• Mr. JusufKabir, Divisional Personal Officer, Northern Railway, Ferozepur 
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• Dr. Sonia Chawla, Associate Professor, NIT Jalandhar 

• Mr. Kamal Waid, Technology Lead, Infosys 

• Dr. Rajiv Trehen, NIT Jalandhar 

• Mr. SahilSoni, Owner Web Galaxy, Chandigarh 

• Mr. Navraj Singh, Owner, Web Supplements 

• Dr. Ashish Arora, Assistant Professor, GNDU Campus, Jalandhar 

• Mr. Pardeep Sharma, a renowned corporate trainer 

 

• Ms. Om Prabha Bharti, DivyaJyotiSansthan, a graduate from University of Winnipeg, 

Canada 

• Mr. Suraj Bhatia, Perfect IT Solutions, Jalandhar 

 

FACULTY RESEARCH/ACHIEVEMENTS 

The Faculty at AIMTC is experienced, dedicated and committed towards delivering 

quality education to students. Faculty is involved in various teaching and research 

assignments and undertake various key roles and responsibilities in Admissions, Social 

Media, Placements, Entrepreneurship, Sports, Cultural, Journal publication, Press and 

other significant tasks. The Faculty has also contributed in Academic Research & 

Development. 

Faculty details 

S.No. Detail Number 

1 Total Number of Faculty in all departments 33 

2 Average Teaching Experience [Years] 5.3  

3 Faculty with PhD. Degree 9 

4 Faculty Pursuing PhD. 6 

 

 

 6 other faculty members are pursuing their PhD degree. 

 Various faculty members have done online courses/online FDPs from NPTEL, 

MOOCS, SWAYAM and other online sources. Total courses completed were 

32. 
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PINNACLE 2017 

( Results Pinnacle 2017 ) 

 

Cultural Events Results 

EVENTS FIRST PRIZE CLAS
S 

SECOND 
PRIZE 

CLAS
S 

THIRD 
PRIZE 

CLAS
S 

Apka 
Nazaria 
(Elocution) 

UJJAWAL  MBA  
III 

MAHIMA 
GUPTA 

MBA  I   

 
Aamne 
Samne 
(Debate) 

NEHA MEHTA MBA  I AASTHA 
GUPTA 

MBA 
III 

  

 ISHPREET 
KAUR  
 

MBA  
III 

ALPANA MBA  
III 

  

Website 
Designing 

POOJA  PAUL MCA  
V 

AMRIK JAKHU MCA  
V 

  

 SANMAN MCA  
V 

HIMSHIKHA BCA  I   

Programmin
g Skills 

HARPAL 
SINGH 

MCA  
III 

AMRIK JAKHU MCA  
V 

  

 NEHA RALL MCA  I     
Paper 
Presentation 

ISHPREET 
KAUR 

MBA  
III 

AASTHA 
GUPTA 

MBA 
III 

  

 ARUN ARORA MCA 
V 

PALAK MCA 
V 

  

Netsavy  DIVYA MBA I SHALU MBA I   
 RAJNI MBA I SHRADDHA MBA I    
Typing Tutor AMIT 

SHARMA 
MCA 
V 

XHITIZ 
PANDEY 

BCA 
III 

  

Rang Birangi 
(On the Spot 
Painting) 

PALAK BCA 
III 

    

Collage  PALAK  MCA 
V 

SHARDA 
LAMBA 

MBA I   

Poster 
Making 

PALAK BCA 
III 

NAINA  MCA 
III 

  

   PALAK  MCA 
V 

  

Toon 
Tamasha 
(Cartooning) 

RAJAT BAHL MBA 
III 

ROHAN 
SHARMA 

MBA 
III 

  

Mosaic 
(Rangoli) 

JASPREET 
MEHMI 

MBA 
III 

KIRAN 
SHUKLA 

BCA V   

  MEGHA 
PRAJAPAT 

MBA 
III 

  

Heena JASPREET MBA MAMTA MCA   
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(Mehandi) MEHMI III V 
HARPREET 
KAUR 

MBA 
III 

POOJA PAUL MCA 
V 

  

Clay Making TARANJOT 
KAUR 

MBA I     

Best out of 
Waste 

PARAMJIT 
SINGH 

MBA I PARUL 
KAPOOR 

MCA 
III 

  

AKSHAY 
KUMAR 

MBA 1 KAJAL MCA 
III 

  

Sa re ga ma 
(light-vocal-
indian)  
(Solo 
singing) 

ABHILAKSH 
MURRIA 

MBA 
III 

AMARJOT 
SINGH 

MBA 
III 

  

Sargam 
(Duet song) 

ABHILAKSH 
MURRIA 

MBA 
III 

SACHIN 
BAROOT 

BCA V   

JASPREETPAL 
SINGH 

MBA 
III 

SAHIL CHAND BCA 
III 

  

Taal se chaal 
mila  
(Solo dance) 

KOMAL 
CHITKARA 

MBA 
III 

KARUNA 
PATHANIA 

MBA 
III 

  

Ishaaro se 
(Mime) 

GOPAL SINGH MBA 
III 

    

 SANJAY 
KUMAR 

MBA 
III 

    

AMARJOT 
SINGH 

MBA 
III 

    

RISHABH 
SEHGAL 

MBA 
III 

    

PAWAN 
DOGRA 

MBA I     

ABHINAV 
SETH 

MBA 
III 

    

 
Choregraphy PRIYA 

SABHARWAL 
B.COM 
V 

AJAY KUMAR 
GANARI 

MBA I   

DALJEET 
KAUR 

BBA V SACHIN SHIVA 
THAKUR  

MBA I   

BALWINDER 
KAUR 

BBA V PRABHJOT 
SINGH 

MBA I   

RAVINDER 
KAUR 

BBA V BALWINDERJI
T SINGH 

MBA I   

ROHIT 
KUMAR 

BBA V SHIVAM 
KHOSLA 

MBA I   

SARBJOT 
SINGH 

BBA V TUSHAR 
THAMAN 

MBA I   

VIVEK GOEL BBA I NIDHI RAI MBA I   
CHIRAG 
GROVER 

BBA 
III 

TAMANNA MBA I   

RAMANJOT 
SINGH 

BCA 
III 

DEEPAKSHI 
SINGH 

MBA I   

NIKHIL 
MAHAJAN 

BBA V MEHAK DANG MBA I   

KRISHNA BCA V SAURAV MBA I   
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SHARMA RANGRA 
NITISH PURI BCA V AJAY MBA I   

Dhamaal 
No.1 (Ad-
mad show) 

GOPAL SINGH  MBA 
III 

AASTHA 
GUPTA  

MBA 
III 

  

SANJAY 
KUMAR 

MBA 
III 

ALPANA 
SHARMA 

MBA 
III 

  

AMARJOT 
SINGH 

MBA 
III 

PARUL ARORA MBA 
III 

  

RISHABH 
SEHGAL 

MBA 
III 

SIMARJOT 
SINGH 

MBA 
III 

  

Western 
Vocal (Solo) 

PARUL 
KAPOOR  

MCA 
III 

    

Group song 
(Indian) 

SACHIN BCA V     
ROHIT 
KUMAR 

BBA V     

SAHIL BCA 
III 

    

PRIYA 
CHUMBER 

MCA 
V 

    

Western 
dance 
(Group) 

RASHMI 
TALWAR  

BCA 
III 

    

PALAK 
ARORA 

BCA 
III 

    

KARAMBIR 
KAUR 

BCA 
III 

    

ISHMEET 
KAUR 

BCA V     

Group dance 
(Modern 
India) 

SHIVALI  MBA 
III 

    

SUMEDHA 
SHARMA 

MBA 
III 

    

SHOBHNA 
THAKUR  

MBA 
III 

    

ARUSHI 
SHARMA 

MBA 
III 

    

LOVELEEN 
KAUR 

MBA 
III 

    

ARPANA MBA 
III 

    

One Act play SAMRIDHI  MCA 
V 

GOPAL SINGH MBA 
III 

  

PRIYA 
CHUMBER 

MCA 
V 

SANJAY 
KUMAR 

MBA 
III 

  

JAMANA MCA 
V 

RISHABH 
SEHGAL 

MBA 
III 

  

MAMTA PAUL MCA 
V 

AMARJOT 
DHALIWAL 

MBA 
III 

  

SANDEEP 
SONDHI 

MCA 
V 

PAWAN 
DOGRA 

MBA I   

PREETY MCA 
V 

ANMOLPREET MBA I   

ATUL MCA 
V 

DAVINDER 
SINGH  

MBA 
III 
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POOJA PAUL MCA 
V 

SHIFALI 
AGGARWAL 

MBA 
III 

  

AMRIK JHAKU MCA 
V 

ANISHA BCOM 
(P) V 

  

RAJNI MCA 
V 

    

Mono Acting SANJAY 
KUMAR 

MBA 
III 

    

Pra stuti 
(SKIT) 

GOPAL SINGH MBA 
III 

    

SANJAY 
KUMAR 

MBA 
III 

    

AMARJOT 
SINGH 

MBA 
III 

    

RISHABH 
SEHGAL 

MBA 
III 

    

PAWAN 
DOGRA 

MBA I     

ROHIT 
GOSAIN 

MBA I     

Western 
dance (solo) 

ANKITA 
CHOPRA  

MBA I     

Mudra 
(classical 
dance) 

RASHMI 
TALWAR  

BCA 
III 

    

Mile sur 
mera 
tumhara 
(Antakshri) 

SUMIT VOHRA MBA I HIMSHIKHA BCA I   
RISHABH 
SEHGAL 

MBA 
III 

MOHIT KUMAR MBA 
III 

  

ABHINAV 
SETH 

MBA 
III 

RAHUL 
SHARMA 

MBA 
III 

  

Bujho to 
Jaane (Quiz) 

SANKET JAIN MBA I ATUL 
BHARGAVA 

MBA 
III 

  

SHUBHAM 
LUTHER 

MBA I ABHINAV 
SETH 

MBA 
III 

  

DAPINDER 
JAIN 

MBA I PUNEET 
KHURANA 

MBA 
III 

  

Kuch is 
Tarah (Dumb 
charades) 

SAANCHI 
GUPTA 

MBA I SHEWANI 
DOGRA 

   

HARSIMRAN 
SEHGAL 

MBA I ABHINAV 
SETH 

MBA 
III 

  

Mimicry SANJAY 
KUMAR 

MBA 
III 

    

Balle-balle 
(Folk/Tribal 
Dance) 

PARAMINDER 
KAUR 

BCA 
III 

BHUPINDER 
KAUR 

MBA I AMANDEEP 
KAUR 

MBA 
III 

KARAMBIR 
KAUR 

BCA 
III 

GAGANPREET 
SAINI 

MBA I SHIVANI 
DOGRA 

MBA 
III 

PALAK 
ARORA 

BCA 
III 

DEEPIKA 
YADAV 

MBA I MONIKA 
MINHAS 

MBA 
III 

RAMANDEEP 
SINGH 

BCA 
III 

MEHAK 
TANEJA 

MBA I ANJALI 
BASRA 

MBA 
III 

AMIT 
SHARMA 

MCA 
V 

SIMRAN MBA I ARASHPAL 
SINGH 

MBA I 

JAGPREET BCA 
III 

MEGHA 
BANSAL 

MBA I KARAN 
WALIA 

MBA I 
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GURMUKH 
SINGH 

BCA I HITESH 
SHARMA 

MBA I SUMIT 
VOHRA 

MBA I 

PRIYANKA BCA 
III 

KARAN JAIN MBA I VAIBHAV MCA 
V 

  PARAMJIT 
SINGH 

MBA I   

  SUKHDEEP 
SINGH 

MBA I   

  TARUN 
SHARMA 

MBA I   

Trends 
(fashion 
show) 

LOVELEEN 
KAUR 

MBA 
III 

RAMANPREET MBA I NISHANT 
GANDHI 

MBA 
III 

ARPANA MBA 
III 

ANCHAL 
AWAL 

MBA I ANISHA MBA 
III 

KHUSHBOO MBA 
III 

NITIN KATYAL MBA I TWINKLE  MBA 
III 

RITIKA 
MITTAL 

MBA 
III 

TAMANNA MBA I ANKITA 
CHOPRA 

MBA I 

KRITIKA MBA 
III 

ARSHDEEP 
KAUR 

BBA I SANYA MBA I 

SHIVANI 
KAPOOR 

MBA 
III 

KARAN WALIA MBA I MANDEEP 
CHOPRA 

MBA 
III 

KAMINI MBA 
III 

JATIN ARORA MBA 
III 

KOMAL 
CHITKARA 

MBA 
III 

HARMANDEE
P KAUR 

MBA 
III 

ATUL DEV MBA 
III 

HIMANSHU 
VERMA 

MBA I 

 SONAM 
KUMRA 

MBA 
III 

RAJAT MBA 
III 

JAGATVEE
R SINGH 
MULTANI 

BBA 
III 

RIYA JAIN MBA 
III 

HARLEEN 
KAUR 

MBA I SAHIL 
JASWAL 

BBA 
III 

PAWANPREET MBA 
III 

SUNAINA MBA 
III 

MANDEEP 
KAUR 

MBA I 

PRIYANKA 
SHARMA 

MBA 
III 

CHIRAG 
GROVER 

BBA 
III 

DALJEET  
KAUR 

BBA V 

Photography AKSHAY MBA  I AJAY KUMAR 
GANARI 

MBA I   

 

SPORTS RESULTS 

EVENTS FIRST PRIZE CLASS SECOND 
PRIZE 

CLASS THIRD 
PRIZE 

CLASS 

Cricket 
Boys 

ABHINAV 
SETH 

MBA III SHIVANSHI 
KHANNA 

MBA I   

ATUL 
BHARGAV 

MBA III NITIN 
KATYAL 

MBA I   

DIVYANSHU 
SHARMA 

MBA III AKSHAY 
KUMAR 

MBA I   

GOPAL 
SINGH 

MBA III AJAY 
GANARI 

MBA I   

RISHABH 
SEHGAL 

 MBA III RISHABH 
JOSHI 

MBA I   

MOHIT MBA III SARBJOT BBA V   
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KUMAR SINGH 
MANDEEP 
CHOPRA  

MBA III SHIVAM 
KHOSLA 

MBA I   

RAHUL 
SAINI 

MBA III PRABHJOT 
SINGH 

MBA I   

SANJAY 
KUMAR 

MBA III CHIRAG 
MISHRA 

BBA I   

ABHINAV 
KANSRA 

MBA III GURJIT 
SINGH 

MBA I   

ABHISHEK 
PARMAR 

MBA III AJAY KUMAR MBA I   

SUMIT 
VOHRA 

MBA I SAHIL 
RAJPUT 

MBA I   

SAHIL 
ARORA 

MBA III TUSHAR 
THAMAN 

MBA I   

DAVINDER 
SINGH 

MBA III     

PUNEET 
KHURANA 

MBA III     

Cricket 
Girls 

SHEWANI 
DOGRA 

MBA III SHIVALI MBA III   

SONAM 
KUMRA 

MBA III SHOBHNA 
THAKUR 

MBA III   

JASWINDER 
KAUR 

MBA III SUMEEDHA 
SHARMA 

MBA III   

PRIYANKA 
ARORA 

MBA III NITIKA MBA III   

SHALOO 
JASWAL 

MBA III AASTHA 
GUPTA 

MBA III   

 SANIA MBA I ALPANA 
SHARMA 

MBA III   

ANKITA MBA I BHAVYA 
BATRA 

MBA III   

MANDEEP 
KAUR 

MBA III PALLAVI 
CHIB 

MBA III   

PARUL MBA III AARUSHI 
SHARMA 

MBA III   

SAKSHI 
GOEL 

MBA III SHILPA 
CHAUDHARY 

BBA III   

SUMAN MBA III TANYA 
THAKUR 

BCA V   

Table 
tennis 
(Boys) 

SANKET 
JAIN 

MBA I AKSHAY 
SINGH  

BCA III   

Tabel 
tennis 
(Girls) 

SAANCHI 
GUPTA  

MBA I NEHA MEHTA MBA I   

Table 
tennis 
(boys) - 
doubles 

AKSHAY 
SINGH 

BCA III SANKET JAIN MBA I   

KANWAL 
BHOGAL 

BCA III VINIT GUPTA MBA I   

Table 
tennis 
(girls) - 

PRIYA 
LUTHER 

MBA I MANSI 
MAHAJAN 

MBA I   

SAANCHI MBA I DIKSHA MBA I   
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doubles GUPTA 
Table 
tennis 
(Mix) - 
doubles 

AKSHAY 
SINGH 

BCA III SANKET JAIN MBA I   

KARAMBIR 
KAUR 

BCA III SAANCHI 
GUPTA 

MBA I   

Badminton 
(Boys) 

AKSHAY 
SINGH 

BCA III SIMARPAL 
SINGH 

BCA III   

Badminton 
(Girls) 

KARAMBIR 
KAUR 

BCA III JASPREET 
MEHMI 

MBA III   

Badminton 
(Boys) - 
doubles 

RAVI 
KUMAR 
MEHTA  

MBA III SANCHIT 
AGGARWAL 

MBA III   

GURPREET 
SINGH 

MBA III SANKET JAIN MBA I   

Badminton 
(girls) - 
doubles 

KHUSHBOO 
ISHAR 

MBA III KARAMBIR 
KAUR 

BCA III   

SHEWANI 
DOGRA 

MBA III AMANVEER 
KAUR 

BCA III   

Badminton 
(mix) - 
doubles 

AKSHAY 
SINGH 

BCA III SIMARPAL 
SINGH 

BCA III   

KARAMBIR 
KAUR 

BCA III AMANVEER 
KAUR 

BCA III   

Volleyball 
(boys) 

ARSHPAL  MBA I RAVI KUMAR 
MEHTA 

MBA III   

GURJIT MBA I RAVINDER 
SAINI 

MBA III   

GOURAV BBA III LOVEPREET 
KHEHRA 

MBA III   

 AMRITPAL BBA III SIDHARTH MBA III   
AJAY 
KHOSLA 

MBA I AKSHAY BCA III   

RAHUL MBA I AMRITPAL MBA III   
SHUBHAM 
MAHAJAN 

MBA I VIKASH 
KUMAR 

MBA III   

SAHIL 
RAJPUT 

MBA I DEEPU MBA III   

KARAN JAIN MBA I AJAY MBA III   
Volleyball 
(Girls) 

BALWINDER 
KAUR 

BBA V SHAWETA BCA I   

RAVINDER 
KAUR 

BBA V HIMSHIKHA BCA I   

DALJIT 
KAUR 

BBA V KOMAL 
CHITKARA 

MBA III   

SHIVANI 
DOGRA 

MBA III SHILPA BBA III   

SAKSHI 
GOEL 

MBA III XHITIZ 
PANDEY 

BCA III   

KHUSHBOO 
SHARMA 

BCA III AMANVIR 
KAUR 

BCA III   

UDAY SOOD BBA I GURJIT 
SINGH 

MBA I   

ARSHDEEP 
SINGH 

BBA I AJAY MBA I   
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PRABHJOT 
SINGH 

BBA I RAJPAL BBA III   

ROHIT 
KUMAR 

BBA I RISHABH 
JOSHI 

MBA I   

BHARAT 
KUMAR 

BBA I JASKARAN MBA I   

PARTH 
BINDRA 

BBA I CHAHAT 
KHURANA 

MBA I   

GOURAV 
SHARMA 

BBA III VINIT GUPTA MBA I   

  SHUBHAM 
MAHAJAN 

MBA I   

Basketball 
girls  

DALJIT 
KAUR 

BBA V KOMAL 
CHITKARA 

MBA III   

BALWINDER 
KAUR 

BBA V HIMSHIKHA BCA I   

RAVINDER 
KAUR 

BBA V SHIVANI 
DOGRA 

MBA III   

AASTHA 
GUPTA 

MBA III KHUSHBOO 
SHARMA 

BCA III   

RADHA BCA III XHITIZ 
PANDEY 

BCA III   

SAKSHI MBA III MANDEEP MBA III   
PRIYANKA BCA III DIVYA 

SHARMA 
BCA III   

Chess boys  SANCHIT 
AGGARWAL 

MBA III PARUL 
ARORA 

MBA III   

Chess girls AASTHA 
GUPTA 

MBA III SAANCHI 
GUPTA 

MBA I   
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PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AMONG YOUTH  

Joe Moore, an American actor and playwright, once rightly said: "A simple fact that is hard 

to learn is that the time to save money is when you have some." In a drastically growing 

economy like India, the youth of our nation has innumerable challenges and opportunities to 

take up with growth in literacy rate, entrepreneurship and rise in or rather creating 

opportunities for earning more. 

The best way to start with is to instill financial literacy among the youth since inception of 

their education journey. From a financial perspective, where a young investor stands depends 

on his/her age. Lesser is the age, more is the risk taking capability and ability to save regular 

amount. For young professionals, critical decisions depend on how their income is 

apportioned for various uses. The common perception among young entrepreneurs and 

professionals about their finances is too much optimism about their future income. The 

natural response amongst Indian youth (usually entrepreneurs and professionals with steady 

regular income), for additional requirement of finances, is the tendency to borrow. They get 

carried away and become over the top confident about their future incomes. 

In an effort to sensitise youth regarding their personal finance management in all the more 

lucid way, let us apportion the income or regular savings by a young investor in three parts: - 

M, L and S. M stands for mandatory expenses to which the income has to be reserved like 

fees, travel, rent, etc. L stands for voluntary or lifestyle expenses like spending on parties, 

luxuries like cars, exotic holidays, expensive gifts, clothes or to be more precise demands of 

an individual. Lastly and most important, S stands for savings which comprises more of a 

residual part of income for a young investor. 

One doesn’t need to be a finance expert to understand the importance of financial adequacy 

and to bring synchronisation among M, L, and S. If young investors find themselves to be 

struggling every month to meet their mandatory expenses then in order to propel their income 

they need to upgrade their skills and be wise enough in their spending and keep a check on L 

i.e. lifestyle expenses. Due to increasing tendency to borrow or take loans from banks, young 

investors are exposing themselves to increasing the share of mandatory expenses (repay 

installments), leaving too little for their savings and let alone for their lifestyle expenses. 

To strengthen one’s financial position young investors should cease to spend beyond their 

mandatory expenses, so that they can reserve an ample amount for their savings and lifestyle 
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expenses. One of the major advantages in starting savings like life insurance is that at early 

age insurance premium is lower because of higher life expectancy.  Although it is easier said 

than done, usually young earners tend to get under social implications of spending too much 

on the lifestyle expenses on account of their newly found success which later bloats their 

savings and mandatory expenses.  

The suitable approach towards personal finance management among young investors is that 

they should look upto their parents as to how they have reserved major part of their earnings 

in savings (S) to fund their children’s mandatory and lifestyle expenses (M&L). Also 

educational institutes should seek responsibility in imparting financial literacy among 

students beyond their curriculum. 

Atul Bhargava 

161106 

MBA 2A 

 

 RECESSION IS GOOD! THE GOOD SIDE OF IT 

It seems like everyone around us is obsessed by recession talk these days. “Economic 

Recession, Global Meltdown, Tough Economy, Economic Crisis, Stock Market Crash..." all 

these terms which used to be economic jargons once has become common words for us 

today!  

Everywhere we look, people want to know if we're in a recession. Turn on the nightly news 

or read the newspaper, we get scary economic statistics one after another. Without doubt the 

main topic dominating the news is the current economic crisis, and it appears certain that it 

may be going to get even worse. 

Recession: 

Our Economists and Financial Guru's says, " it is a state of economic decline; a widespread 

decline in the GDP, employment and trade lasting from six months to a year ". To make it 

more understandable, it is when hundreds of people gets laid off from their jobs, prices of 

commodities are shooting up, and everybody is short on cash. Holy Cow! Quite a disaster 

isn't it? 
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We could say "There is nothing that we can do about this recession; it is out of our hands”. 

To some extent this is true, there is nothing that we as individuals can do about the recession. 

How long it will last or how deep it is, is simply out of our control. 

One of the leading Financial News Paper recently quoted that, "Recession is primarily caused 

by the actions taken to control the money supply in the economy. The Government is 

responsible for maintaining an ideal balance between money supply, interest rates, and 

inflation. When the Government loses balance in this equation, the economy can spiral out of 

control, forcing it to correct itself."  

In short, we can blame the Government for everything that's happening right now. But, is that 

what we should be doing right now? Or can we talk about something better? As always, in 

every situation there are those that comes out victorious, so don't dwell on the negative 

effects of economic recession because that won't help us and take us anywhere. 

The Good Side of Economic Recession 

1) It Makes Us Wiser: One will be surprised at how people start to lecture you about 

spending wisely, saving for the future, tighten your belts etc. Seriously, in this world where 

consumerism is highly encouraged, the situation right now has made everybody wiser than 

before. I don't see people spending a lot of money like they used to. Don't you feel that's 

really good? 

2) It Makes Us Think Out of the Box: As has been said earlier, economic recession makes 

us think, that is the greatest thing by itself. What different way have we thought of today that 

will earn us some extra cash? The beauty of it is that, the more we think of it, the more 

creative ideas we get. This is our first step towards success. 

3) It Creates a Decision Maker Out of Us: Knowing that we have to act fast, it forces us to 

make quick decisions. It doesn't matter if we make a mistake, what matters are that we are 

doing something. Procrastination will get us nowhere, and that is what recession is saving us 

from. 

4) It Makes Us Appreciate What We Have: A friend of mine used to always complain 

about the car that he drives; he wanted something new, a brand new Honda to be specific. 

However I'm hearing him say how thankful he is to still be driving a car. How about rest of 

us? Do we still hate the car we drive? Do we think our house is too small? Don't you think 

recession really makes us appreciate what we have? 

5) It Forces Change: This goes together with all the other benefits of economic recession. 

Change is a constant thing but recession accelerates that, it makes everybody adaptable. If we 
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were used to eating at Five Star Hotels and Fine Dining Restaurants, I bet some of us might 

be at least thinking or started having it at a Fast Food Joint or even just eat at home! 

 

Shallu Jaswal 

MBA 2A 

161152 

 

SIX WAYS TO GET THE BEST FROM YOUR TEAM 

Team is considered to be a group of people with different skills and different tasks, who work 

together on a common project, service, or goal, with a meshing of functions and mutual 

support. Having the privilege to be part of what I believe, is one of the most hardworking, 

inspirational industries is both challenging and rewarding. 

Being CEO of a business that helps companies’ owners achieve operational and financial 

goals is an exciting adventure. But to achieve this feat, you need a team of very passionate 

individuals that can transfer their enthusiasm and commitment, along with their expertise and 

skills, to the client in order to produce outstanding results. 

Following are the 6 ways to get the best from your team: 

 Work with people who are passionate about the cause, not about the money: Why say 

passionate about the “cause” instead of passionate about the “company?”  BThis is so 

because we are a bunch of motivated and inspired individuals bonded by a common 

cause, which is to improve the companies’ goodwill. Everything else we do is meant to 

support that cause. 

 Drive team alignment: Parallel to team alignment with direction, is team alignment 

with how we do things.  To be consistent -- with both our internal and client facing 

processes -- we need to have a complete understanding and clarity on how we all will 

operate and get work done. Either written or verbal processes need to be adopted and 

followed. 

  Cut out the unnecessary “red tape”. In company it is important to cut out the red tape. 

It involves: 

 Neither I nor the team could create or sustain many complex procedures 
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 Having many overwhelming procedures is actually less efficient. 

 Ensure the team is providing you candid but constructive feedback: If you don’t have 

people challenging the way things are done, if you are stifling creativity and 

inventiveness and if you are not allowing dissent, then you’re not going to have an 

engaged team. As a leader, you need to encourage diversity with thinking and 

approach, especially with people who have tremendous amounts of experience and a 

wide-ranging pallet of skills and talents. 

  Pace your team: Set targets and goals in small quantities that are attainable and not 

overwhelming. Then sprinkle in more goals and targets as your team completes them. 

 Keep communication constant and centralized: One of the most important elements to 

a team is constant communication. This can be through e-mail, phone meetings, in-

person meetings. 

 

Gunjesh 

MBA2B 

161217 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE IN THE 

WORKPLACE: WHY IT MATTERS MORE THAN PERSONALITY 
Emotional Intelligence Quotient is defined as a set of competencies demonstrating the ability 

one has to recognize his or her behaviors, moods, and impulses, and to manage them best 

according to the situation. Typically, "emotional intelligence" is considered to involve 

emotional empathy; attention to, and discrimination of one's emotions; accurate recognition 

of one's own and others' moods; mood management or control over emotions; response with 

appropriate (adaptive) emotions and behaviors in various life situations (especially to stress 

and difficult situations); and balancing of honest expression of emotions against courtesy, 

consideration, and respect (i.e., possession of good social skills and communication skills). 

Additional, though less often mentioned qualities include selection of work that is 

emotionally rewarding to avoid procrastination, self-doubt, and low achievement (i.e., good 

self-motivation and goal management) and a balance between work, home, and recreational 

life. In essence, EQ is the pattern of how people's biases in their thinking leads them to think 

one thing or choice is better than another, as well as their clarity in differentiating within 

those biases to exercise clear and sound judgment. 

"People see what they want to see." —Red Barber 

The following outlines a set of five emotional intelligence competencies that have proven to 

contribute more to workplace achievement than technical skills, cognitive ability, and 

standard personality traits combined. 

Social Competencies—Competencies that Determine How We Handle Relationships 

Intuition and Empathy: Our awareness of others' feelings, needs, and concerns. This 

competency is important in the workplace for the following reasons: 

 Understanding others: an intuitive sense of others' feelings and perspectives, and 

showing an active interest in their concerns and interests. 

 Customer service orientation: the ability to anticipate, recognize, and meet customers' 

needs. 
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 People development: ability to sense what others need in order to grow, develop, and 

master their strengths. 

 Leveraging diversity: cultivating opportunities through diverse people. 

Political Acumen and Social Skills: Our adeptness at inducing desirable responses in others. 

This competency is important in the workplace for the following reasons: 

 Influencing: using effective tactics and techniques for persuasion and desired results. 

 Communication: sending clear and convincing messages that are understood by 

others. 

 Leadership: inspiring and guiding groups of people. 

 Change catalyst: initiating and/or managing change in the workplace. 

 Conflict resolution: negotiating and resolving disagreements with people. 

 Building bonds: nurturing instrumental relationships for business success. 

 Collaboration and cooperation: working with coworkers and business partners toward 

shared goals. 

 Team capabilities: creating group synergy in pursuing collective goals. 

Personal Competencies—Competencies that Determine How We Manage Ourselves 

Self Awareness:  Knowing one's internal states, preferences, resources, and intuitions. This 

competency is important in the workplace for the following reasons: 

 Emotional awareness: recognizing one's emotions and their effects and impact on 

those around us 

 Accurate self-assessment: knowing one's strengths and limits 

 Self-confidence: sureness about one's self-worth and capabilities 

Self Regulation: Managing one's internal states, impulses, and resources. This competency is 

important in the workplace for the following reasons. 

 Self-control: managing disruptive emotions and impulses. 

 Trustworthiness: maintaining standards of honesty and integrity. 

 Conscientiousness: taking responsibility and being accountable for personal 

performance. 
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 Adaptability: flexibility in handling change. 

 Innovation: being comfortable with openness to novel ideas, approaches, and new 

information. 

Self Expectations and Motivation: Emotional tendencies that guide or facilitate reaching 

goals. This competency is important in the workplace for the following reasons: 

 Achievement drive: striving to improve or meet a standard of excellence we impose 

on ourselves. 

 Commitment: aligning with the goals of the group or organization. 

 Initiative: readiness to act on opportunities without having to be told. 

 Optimism: persistence in pursuing goals despite obstacles and setbacks. 

Twinkle 

MBA 2B 

161260 

THE ORIGIN OF STRATEGY 

In 1934, Professor G.F. Gause of Moscow University, known as "the father of mathematical 

biology," published the results of a set of experiments in which he put two very small animals 

(protozoans) of the same genus in a bottle with an adequate supply of food. If the animals 

were of different species, they could survive and persist together. If they were of the same 

species, they could not. This observation led to Gause's Principle of Competitive Exclusion: 

No two species can coexist that make their living in the identical way. 

Competition existed long before strategy. It began with life itself. The first one-cell 

organisms required certain resources to maintain life. When these resources were adequate, 

the number grew from one generation to the next. As life evolved, these organisms became a 

resource for more complex forms of life, and so on up the food chain. When any pair of 

species competed for some essential resource, sooner or later one displaced the other. In the 

absence of counterbalancing forces that could maintain a stable equilibrium by giving each 

species an advantage in its own territory, only one of any pair survived. 

Over millions of years, a complex network of competitive interaction developed. Today more 

than a million distinct existing species have been catalogued, each with some unique 

advantage in competing for the resources it requires. (There are thought to be millions more 
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as yet unclassified) At any given time, thousands of species are becoming extinct and 

thousands more are emerging. 

What explains this abundance? Variety. The richer the environment, the greater the number 

of potentially significant variables that can give each species a unique advantage. Also, the 

richer the environment, the greater the potential number of competitors-and the more severe 

the competition. For millions of years, natural competition involved no strategy. By chance 

and the laws of probability, competitors found the combinations of resources that best 

matched their different characteristics. 

This was not strategy but Darwinian natural selection, based on adaptation and the survival of 

the fittest. The same pattern exists in all living systems, including business. In both the 

competition of the ecosphere and the competition of trade and commerce, random chance is 

probably the major, all-pervasive factor. Chance determines the mutations and variations that 

survive and thrive from generation to generation. Those that leave relatively fewer offspring 

are displaced. Those that adapt best displace the rest. Physical and structural characteristics 

evolve and adapt to match the competitive environment. Behaviour patterns evolve too and 

become embedded as instinctual reactions. 

In fact, business and biological competition would follow the same pattern of gradual 

evolutionary change except for one thing. Business strategists can use their imagination and 

ability to reason logically to accelerate the effects of competition and the rate of change. In 

other words, imagination and logic make strategy possible. Without them, behaviour and 

tactics are either intuitive or the result of conditioned reflexes. But imagination and logic are 

only two of the factors that determine shifts in competitive equilibrium. Strategy also requires 

the ability to understand the complex web of natural competition. 

If every business could grow indefinitely, the total market would grow to an infinite size on a 

finite earth. It has never happened. Competitors perpetually crowd each other out. The fittest 

survive and prosper until they displace their competitors or outgrow their resources. What 

explains this evolutionary process? Why do business competitors achieve the equilibrium 

they do? Remember Gause's Principle. Competitors that make their living in the same way 

can co-exist no more in business than in nature. Each must be different enough to have a 

unique advantage. The continued existence of a number of competitors is proof per se that 

their advantages over each other are mutually exclusive. They may look alike, but they are 

different species. What differentiates competitors in business may be purchase price, 

function, time utility (the difference between instant gratification and "someday, as soon as 

possible"), or place utility (when your heating and cooling system quits, the manufacturer's 
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technical expert is not nearly as valuable as the local mechanic). Or it may be nothing but the 

customer's perception of the product and its supplier. Indeed, image is often the only basis of 

comparison between similar but different alternatives. That is why advertising can be 

valuable. 

Since businesses can combine these factors in many different ways, there will always be 

many possibilities for competitive coexistence. However there are also many possibilities for 

each competitor to enlarge the scope of its advantage by changing what differentiate it from 

its rivals. Can evolution be planned for in business? That is what strategy is for. Strategy is a 

deliberate search for a plan of action that will develop a business's competitive advantage and 

compound it. For any company the search is an iterative process that begins with recognition 

of where you are and what you have now. Your most dangerous competitors are those that 

are most like you. The differences between you and your competitors are the basis of your 

advantage. If you are in business and are self-supporting, you already have some kind of 

competitive advantage, no matter how small or subtle. Otherwise, you would have gradually 

lost customers faster than you gained them. The objective is to enlarge the scope of your 

advantage, which can happen only at someone else's expense. 

Chasing market share is almost as productive as chasing the pot of gold at the end of the 

rainbow. You can never get there. Even if you could, you would find nothing. If you are in 

business, you already have 100% of your own market. So do your competitors. Your real goal 

is to expand the size of your market. In fact you will always have 100% of your market, 

whether it grows or shrinks. To grow and prosper, however, you must expand the market in 

which you can maintain an advantage over any and all competitors who might be selling to 

your customers. Unless a business has a unique advantage over its rivals, it has no reason to 

exist. Unfortunately, many businesses compete in important areas where they operate at a 

disadvantage-often at great cost, until, inevitably, they are crowded out. 

 

Gazal Gupta 

MBA 2C 

161312 
            

 

THE SEVEN C’s OF SUCCESS 

1. Courtesy –This cost nothing, but pays big dividends to both giver and receiver. 
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2. Co-operation- This recognizes the deed of each other in accomplishing something. 

3. Contemplation-This brings reason and judgment into all human relations. 

4. Courage- The dominant factor which creates leadership and helpfulness. 

5. Confidence-This brings assurance and faith into action. 

6. Cheerfulness-The voice of happiness that stimulates the heart. 

7. Character-The vibrant machine of soul. 

THE STORY OF MUMBAI DUBBAWALAS - CORPORATE LESSONS 

A 119- year old successful business operation carried out by 5000 semi-literate people in 

India -  The story of Mumbai Dubbawalas! 

The Dabbawalas date back to late 19th century when Bombay's rapidly growing population 

needed feeding at work. More than a century later Mumbai's middle classes still prefer their 

chapattis cooked at home supplied at the right time and place by the most indigenous 

distribution systems in the world. 

A Dabbawala is a person whose job is to collect lunch boxes from homes, which are packed 

in an aluminum container, known locally as 'dabba', which they deliver to customers in their 

respective offices. Started way back in 1890, today it is a registered Charitable Trust with 

5000 Employees, each of them a share holder. The trust, Nutan Mumbai Tiffin Box Supply 

Trust has a turnover of nearly 50 crore's. Each dubbawala earns Rs.5000/- to Rs.6000/- per 

month and what makes them unique is that, they have never gone on strike in the last 119 

years! 

Every morning the Dabbawala visits each home client, collects the lunch boxes, and then 

transports them through the suburban rail network. They are then handed over to another 

group of Dubbawalas assembled at different railway stations. Each container of lunch boxes 

bears a distinguishing number and is then sorted out, allocated to each pick-up man for the 

onward journey, and handed out to the rightful owners.  

These lunch boxes are delivered exactly at 12.30 PM on every working day without fail, 

despite hurdles during the monsoon season or a strike announcement made by a political 

party. Again, in the evening the empty container's are collected from offices and delivered 

back to homes before 5.00 PM for another round of journey the next day morning. On an 

average, every tiffin box changes hands four times and travels 60-70 kilometers in its journey 

to reach its eventual destination! 

More than 200,000 lunch boxes are transported to and fro every day ( i.e, 400,000 

transactions every day ) by a dabbawala force of about 5000 people. What's stunning is the 
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fact that in this delivery of 200,000 lunch boxes everyday, there is only one mistake in every 

16 million deliveries which makes a Six Sigma performance of 99.9999!  

Today's globalization boasts of modern transport system, this unique human feat of delivering 

lunch boxes, using a non-polluting and cost-effective primitive mode of transport like 

bicycles and pullers of wooden carts, is unparalleled anywhere in the world.  

The Dabbawalas are semi-literate, but their efficient delivery and time management skills 

would shame our professionally managed corporates. The American business magazine 

'Forbes' has given a six-sigma performance rating to them. The dabbawalas were also 

featured in a 'BBC' documentary, 'Ripley's Believe it or not' and mentioned in the 'Guinness 

World Records'. The Harvard and IIM students have been learning about them in case 

studies. 

The Dabbawalas achieved worldwide fame when Prince Charles, during one of his visits to 

Mumbai, paid a special visit to them and had shown keen interest in how they worked. He 

was so impressed with them that later, during his wedding, he extended an invitation to these 

Dabbawalas! 

The Dabbawala story is an inspiring success story and demonstrates that simple ideas, when 

executed with discipline and dedication, can bring amazing results at the base of the pyramid. 

"Mumbai's Dabbawala's are providing lessons to Corporate India on Leadership, Honesty & 

Integrity, Team Work , Supply Chain Management and Time Management. Above all it is a 

classic example of how sustained success can lead to fame. 

TIME MANAGEMENT TIPS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 

All college students suffer distractions, whether from extracurricular activities, surfing the 

Internet, meeting new people or working a job. This article provides resources that can help 

students better manage their time.  

Tanvi Jain 

MBA 2C 

161339 
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Time Management Tips for College Students 

Many universities offer time management techniques that can help college students succeed 

in their classes. These tips include eliminating procrastination, better organizing daily 

activities, reducing anxiety and increasing motivation and confidence. Dartmouth College 

and Pennsylvania State University have outlined several time management tips on their 

school websites.  

Get Organized 

When developing time management techniques in college, it's important that students first 

understand their goals and then set out to develop and follow a routine schedule. Without 

these factors, it's hard for students to understand the motivation behind their time 

management strategies. Students may download or purchase a scheduler, a weekly, monthly 

and yearly planner and worksheets pertaining to the distribution and organization of one's 

tasks. This will help avoid waiting until the last minute and having to cram.  

Plan Out Your Studies 

Many universities recommend that students take the time to plan each school day. Making a 

daily list of tasks to accomplish can help students to concentrate on tasks one at a time. 

Individuals should be specific when setting goals. For example, a student might want to set 

the goal of reviewing his or her lecture notes each day after classes. It can also be helpful to 

schedule fixed blocks of time to study with clear start and stop times, as well as specified 

break periods. Students can start with more difficult subjects first and also work on 

assignments or tests that are due first.  

Use Mental Exercises 

Students should devise ways to build on their success, keeping their long term goals in mind 

when pursuing better time management. Mental awareness can help with this. Individuals 

should try to be mindful of when they're falling into unproductive patterns and should 

identify specific triggers or distractions that lead to procrastination. Meditation and exercise 

might also help some people clear their heads and help them build confidence and focus 

when studying.  
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Seek Help 

Students may look for advice from teachers, coaches, mentors or peers on better time 

management strategies. Individuals can also work with other classmates who are on top of 

their assignments and willing to provide reminders or encouragement.  

Avoid Common Time Wasters 

Common threats to good time management habits are external distractions. Students should 

seek to eliminate or at least lessen these common distractions. Here are some common time 

wasters:  

Television  

Social media and Internet use  

Phone conversations  

Social events  

Commuting  

Shradha Rai 

MBA2C 

161334 
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Application of Artifical Intelligence 

 

 Chatbots 
 Artificial Intelligence in eCommerce 
 AI to Improve Workplace Communication. 
 Human Resource Management 
 AI in Healthcare. 
 Intelligent Cybersecurity 
 Artificial Intelligence in Logistics and Supply Chain 
 Sports betting Industry 

 
Charanjeet Singh 

(MCA I) 
 

Generation of Micro Processors. 

1st Generation: This was the period from 1971 to 1973 of microprocessor’s history. In 1971, 
INTEL created the first microprocessor 4004 that would run at a clock speed of 740 kHz. 
During this period, the other microprocessors in the market including Rockwell international 
PPS-4, INTEL-8008, and National semiconductors IMP-16 were in use. But, all these were 
not TTL compatible processors. 

2nd Generation:  This was the period from 1973 to 1978 in which very efficient 8-bit 
microprocessors were implemented like Motorola 6800 and 6801, INTEL-8085 and Zilog’s-
Z80, which were among the most popular ones. Owing to their super-fast speed, they were 
costly as they were based on NMOS technology fabrication. 

3rd Generation: During this period 16-bit processors were created and designed using 
HMOS technology. From 1979 to 1980, INTEL 8086/80186/80286 and Motorola 68000 and 
68010 were developed. Speeds of those processors were four times better than the 2nd 
generation processors. 

4th Generation: From 1981 to 1995 this generation developed 32-bit microprocessors by 
using HCMOS fabrication. INTEL-80386 and Motorola’s 68020/68030 were the popular 
processors. 

5th Generation: From 1995 to until now this generation has been bringing out high-
performance and high-speed processors that make use of 64-bit processors. Such processors 
include Pentium, Celeron, Dual and Quad-core processors. 

Thus, the microprocessor has evolved through all these generations, and the fifth-generation 
microprocessors represent an advancement in specifications. Therefore, some of the 
processors from the fifth generation of processors with their specifications are briefly 
explained below. 
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Vaishali 
(MCA I) 

Technologies in Display Devices 

 

 

 Electroluminescent (ELD) display. 
 Liquid crystal display (LCD) Light-emitting diode (LED) backlit LCD.                                               

Thin-film transistor (TFT) LCD. 
 Light-emitting diode (LED) display. OLED display. AMOLED display. 
 Plasma (PDP) display. 
 Quantum dot (QLED) display. 

 

Charanjeet Singh 

(MCA I) 

Various versions of Android 

 

Code name Version 
numbers 

API 
level 

Release date 

No codename 1.0 1 September 23, 2008 

No codename 1.1 2 February 9, 2009 

Cupcake 1.5 3 April 27, 2009 

Donut 1.6 4 September 15, 2009 

Eclair 2.0 - 2.1 5 - 7 October 26, 2009 

Froyo 2.2 - 2.2.3 8 May 20, 2010 

Gingerbread 2.3 - 2.3.7 9 - 10 December 6, 2010 

Honeycomb 3.0 - 3.2.6 11 - 13 February 22, 2011 
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Ice Cream 
Sandwich 

4.0 - 4.0.4 14 - 15 October 18, 2011 

Jelly Bean 4.1 - 4.3.1 16 - 18 July 9, 2012 

KitKat 4.4 - 4.4.4 19 - 20 October 31, 2013 

Lollipop 5.0 - 5.1.1 21- 22 November 12, 2014 

Marshmallow 6.0 - 6.0.1 23 October 5, 2015 

Nougat 7.0 24 August 22, 2016 

Nougat 7.1.0 - 7.1.2 25 October 4, 2016 

Oreo 8.0 26 August 21, 2017 

Oreo 8.1 27 December 5, 2017 

 

 

Neha Rall 

(MCA I) 

Introduction to BigData? 

Big data is a term that describes the large volume of data – both structured and unstructured – 

that inundates a business on a day-to- day basis. But it’s not the amount of data that’s 

important. It’s what organizations do with the data that matters. Big data can be analyzed for 

insights that lead to better decisions and strategic business moves. 

Big Data helps the organizations to create new growth opportunities and entirely new 

categories of companies that can combine and analyze industry data. 

These companies have ample information about the products and services, buyers and 

suppliers, consumer preferences that can be captured and analyzed. 
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Benefits of BigData 

Cost Savings 

Time Reductions. 

Understand the market conditions: 

Controlling the Reputations. 

To boost Customer Acquisition. 

Vaishali 
(MCA I) 
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CREATIVE SECTION 
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Editor’s Note: 

 

Our annual magazine, Synergy is one such platform where our 

budding Bernards and Brontes get an opportunity to showcase their 

creative writing skills. At Apeejay Institute of Management Technical 

campus, we are earnestly engaged in the pursuit of empowering 

young minds to become tomorrow’s intellectual elite.  We aim at 

harmonious development of our students and reckon that academic 

pursuits should not come in the way of creative brilliance. Synergy is 

a cocoction of bright and innovative ideas of our students. I wish all 

the readers of Synergy a pleasant journey into the alleys of the 

magazine.  May it inspire both the readers and the writers. 

Kanika Chopra 
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Quotes on Respect  
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"Respect for ourselves guides our morals,  
respect for others guides our manners." ~  
Laurence Sterne  

 

"One of the most sincere forms of respect is  
actually listening to what another has to say."  
~ Bryant H. McGill  

 

"Give the respect you want to receive; embody  
the grace you hope to encounter; and help  
others with no expectations whatsoever." ~  
Cory Booker  

 

"Keep in mind that the true measure of an  
individual is how he treats a person who can do  
him absolutely no good." ~ Ann Landers  
 

Brahmjot Singh 171207 MBA 2B 

 

Perseverance is the key! 
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“It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you do not stop.” 
― Confucius 

 

“You may encounter many defeats, but you must not be defeated. In fact, it may be necessary 
to encounter the defeats, so you can know who you are, what you can rise from, how you can 
still come out of it.” 
― Maya Angelou 

 

It always seems impossible until it's done.” 
― Nelson Mandela 

 

If you can keep your head when all about you 
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you, 
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, 
But make allowance for their doubting too; 
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 
Or being lied about, don't deal in lies, 
Or being hated, don't give way to hating, 
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise 
If you can dream - and not make dreams your master; 
If you can think - and not make thoughts your aim; 
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster 
And treat those two impostors just the same; 
If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken 
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools, 
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken, 
And stoop and build 'em up with worn-out tools 
If you can make one heap of all your winnings 
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss, 
And lose, and start again at your beginnings 
And never breathe a word about your loss; 
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew 
To serve your turn long after they are gone, 
And so hold on when there is nothing in you 
Except the will which says to them: 'Hold on!' 
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, 
Or walk with Kings - nor lose the common touch, 
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, 
If all men count with you, but none too much; 
If you can fill the unforgiving minute 
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run, 
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it, 
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And - which is more - you'll be a Man, my son!” 
― Rudyard Kipling, If: A Father's Advice to His Son 

Kamini 

MBA 4A 

161124 

 

Inspiring lines by Robert Frost The Road Not Taken 

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
And sorry I could not travel both 
And be one traveler, long I stood 
And looked down one as far as I could 
To where it bent in the undergrowth; 
 
Then took the other, as just as fair, 
And having perhaps the better claim 
Because it was grassy and wanted wear, 
Though as for that the passing there 
Had worn them really about the same, 
 
And both that morning equally lay 
In leaves no step had trodden black. 
Oh, I kept the first for another day! 
Yet knowing how way leads on to way 
I doubted if I should ever come back. 
 
I shall be telling this with a sigh 
Somewhere ages and ages hence: 
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I, 
I took the one less traveled by, 
And that has made all the difference 

Sumedha Sharma 

MBA 4B 

161257 

 

 

 

 

The True Teaching 
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Once, there was a renowned monk who lived in a beautiful monastery with many of his 
pupils. His teachings were known to be very effective and many of his students grew up to 
become great masters themselves. 

One day, one of them was caught stealing from his fellow-students and they reported him to 
the monk. But he took no action against the boy. 

A few days later the same boy was again caught stealing. And again the head monk did 
nothing to punish him. 

 

This angered the other students who drew up a petition asking for the dismissal of the thief. 
They threatened to leave en masse if the boy was allowed to stay in the monastery. 

 

The teacher called a meeting of the students. When they had assembled, he said to them: 
“You are good boys who know what is right and what is wrong. If you leave, you will have 
no trouble in joining some other school. But what about your brother who does not even 
know the difference between right and wrong? Who will teach him if I don’t? No, I cannot 
ask him to go even if it means losing all of you.” 

 

Tears coursed down the cheeks of the boy who had stolen. He never stole again and in later 
life became renowned for his integrity. 

Tajender Nayyar 

MBA 4C 

161337 

 

A Modern Parable 

"A lady went to her Pastor and said ‘Pastor, I won't be going to your church anymore.' 

The Pastor responded, ‘But why?' 

The lady said ‘Ah! I saw a woman gossiping about another member; a man that is a 
hypocrite; the worship team living wrong; people looking at their phone during service; 
among so many other things wrong in your church.' 

The Pastor replied ‘OK. But before you go, do me a favor: take a full glass of water and walk 
around the church three times without spilling a drop on the ground. Afterwards, leave the 
church if you desire.' 

The lady thought: too easy! She walked three times around the church as the Pastor had 
asked. When she finished she told the Pastor she was ready to leave.  

The Pastor said, ‘Before you leave I want to ask you one more question. When you were 
walking around the church, did you see anyone gossiping? 
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The lady replied ‘No.’ 

‘Did you see any hypocrites?’ 

The lady said ‘No.’ 

‘Anyone looking at their phone?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘You know why?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘You were focused on the glass, to make sure you didn’t stumble and spill any water. It’s the 
same with our life. When we keep our eyes on Jesus, we do not have time to see the mistakes 
of others. We will reach out a helping hand to them and concentrate on our own walk with 
the Lord.'” 

At any church, there are going to be things to complain about. A church is filled with people, 
and people aren’t perfect. Only God can set the perfect example, so let’s focus on Him! 

Karan Khanna 

MBA 2A 

171116 

 

50 Quotes on Friendship 

 

I think if I've learned anything about friendship, it's to hang in, stay 

connected, fight for them, and let them fight for you. Don't walk away, 

don't be distracted, don't be too busy or tired, don't take them for 

granted. Friends are part of the glue that holds life and faith together. 

Powerful stuff." Jon Katz 

 

"Friends are the family you choose." Jess C. Scott 
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"Love is the only force capable of transforming an enemy into a 

friend." Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 

"Lots of people want to ride with you in the limo, but what you want is 

someone who will take the bus with you when the limo breaks 

down." Oprah 

 

"The language of friendship is not words but meanings." Henry David 

Thoreau 

 

"Friendship is the only cement that will ever hold the world 

together." Woodrow Wilson 

 

"True friendship comes when the silence between two people is 

comfortable." David Tyson Gentry 

 

"Friendship is born at that moment when one person says to another: 

'What! You too? I thought I was the only one." C.S. Lewis 
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"Friendship consists in forgetting what one gives and remembering 

what one receives." Alexander Dumas 

 

"Be slow to fall into friendship; but when thou art in, continue firm & 

constant." Socrates 

 

"Friendship is like money, easier made than kept." Samuel Butler 

 

"A friend is one that knows you as you are, understands where you 

have been, accepts what you have become, and still, gently allows you 

to grow." Shakespeare 

 

"Anybody can sympathize with the sufferings of a friend, but it 

requires a very fine nature to sympathize with a friend's 

success." Oscar Wilde 

 

"I don't need a friend who changes when I change and who nods when 

I nod; my shadow does that much better." Plutarch 
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"Wishing to be friends is quick work, but friendship is a slow ripening 

fruit." Aristotle 

 

"A good friend can tell you what is the matter with you in a minute. He 

may not seem such a good friend after telling."  Arthur Brisbane 

 

"There is nothing better than a friend, unless it is a friend with 

chocolate." Linda Grayson 

 

"Don't walk behind me; I may not lead. Don't walk in front of me; I 

may not follow. Just walk beside me and be my friend." Albert Camus 

 

"A friend is someone who knows all about you and still loves 

you." Elbert Hubbard 

 

"Do I not destroy my enemies when I make them my 

friends?" Abraham Lincoln 

 

"Let us be grateful to people who make us happy, they are the 

charming gardeners who make our souls blossom." Marcel Proust 
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"Friendship is always a sweet responsibility, never an 

opportunity." Khalil Gibran 

 

"An insincere and evil friend is more to be feared than a wild beast; a 

wild beast may wound your body, but an evil friend will wound your 

mind." Buddha 

 

"It's the friends you can call up at 4 a.m. that matter." Marlene Dietrich 

 

"My best friend is the one who brings out the best in me." Henry Ford 

 

"Friendship is the hardest thing in the world to explain. It's not 

something you learn in school. But if you haven't learned the meaning 

of friendship, you really haven't learned anything." Muhammad Ali 

 

"Sometimes being a friend means mastering the art of timing. There is 

a time for silence. A time to let go and allow people to hurl themselves 

into their own destiny. And a time to prepare to pick up the pieces 

when it's all over." Octavia Butler 
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"There is a magnet in your heart that will attract true friends. That 

magnet is unselfishness, thinking of others first; when you learn to live 

for others, they will live for you." Paramahansa Yogananda 

 

"Love is blind; friendship closes its eyes." Friedrich Nietzsche 

 

"Friendship is unnecessary, like philosophy, like art.... It has no 

survival value; rather it is one of those things which give value to 

survival" C.S. Lewis 

 

"The friend who holds your hand and says the wrong thing is made of 

dearer stuff than the one who stays away." Barbara Kingsolver 

 

"I value the friend who for me finds time on his calendar, but I cherish 

the friend who for me does not consult his calendar." Robert Brault 

 

"Sweet is the memory of distant friends! Like the mellow rays of the 

departing sun, it falls tenderly, yet sadly, on the heart." Washington 

Irving 
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"How many slams in an old screen door? Depends how loud you shut 

it. How many slices in a bread? Depends how thin you cut it. How 

much good inside a day? Depends how good you live 'em. How much 

love inside a friend? Depends how much you give 'em." Shel 

Silverstein 

 

"Growing apart doesn't change the fact that for a long time we grew 

side by side; our roots will always be tangled. I'm glad for that." Ally 

Condie 

 

"We cannot tell the precise moment when friendship is formed. As in 

filling a vessel drop by drop, there is at last a drop which makes it run 

over; so in a series of kindnesses there is at last one which makes the 

heart run over." Ray Bradbury 

 

"Never leave a friend behind. Friends are all we have to get us through 

this life-and they are the only things from this world that we could 

hope to see in the next." Dean Koontz 
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"Tis the privilege of friendship to talk nonsense, and to have her 

nonsense respected." Charles Lamb 

 

"The glory of friendship is not the outstretched hand, not the kindly 

smile, nor the joy of companionship; it is the spiritual inspiration that 

comes to one when you discover that someone else believes in you 

and is willing to trust you with a friendship." Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 

"A friendship that can end never really began." Publilius Syrus 

 

"Lovers have a right to betray you. Friends don't." Judy Holliday 

 

"No person is your friend who demands your silence, or denies your 

right to grow." Alice Walker 

 

"In prosperity our friends know us; in adversity we know our 

friends." John Churton Collins 

 

"You can always tell a real friend: when you've made a fool of yourself 

he doesn't feel you've done a permanent job." Laurence J. Peter 
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"Every friendship travels at sometime through the black valley of 

despair. This tests every aspect of your affection. You lose the 

attraction and the magic. Your sense of each other darkens and your 

presence is sore. If you can come through this time, it can purify with 

your love, and falsity and need will fall away. It will bring you onto 

new ground where affection can grow again." John O'Donohue 

 

"You can make more friends in two months by becoming interested in 

other people than you can in two years by trying to get other people 

interested in you." Dale Carnegie 

 

"Some people go to priests, others to poetry, I to my friends." Virginia 

Woolf 

 

"The real test of friendship is can you literally do nothing with the 

other person? Can you enjoy those moments of life that are utterly 

simple?" Eugene Kennedy 

 

"Friendship improves happiness, and abates misery, by doubling our 

joys, and dividing our grief." Cicero 
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"One loyal friend is worth ten thousand relatives." Euripides  
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Glimpses of EDC Activities- Skillvilla 2017  
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Glimpses of Apeejay Pinnavle 2017  
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Glimpses of Spark 2017  
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